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Texts compiled by Susan Bywaters and Elizabeth Gartman from Mary Tudor’s graduate thesis in 1939, later made public by the University of Iowa and a public domain article by San Jose Mercury News. Additional text written by composer. Sources below:


In 1939, Dr. Wendell Johnson of the University of Iowa performed an experiment on orphan children to test the origins of stuttering. Johnson struggled with stuttering throughout childhood and spent his entire adult life attempting to “cure” the impediment. Johnson enlisted graduate student Mary Tudor to conduct his study. Under Johnson’s supervision, Mary spent six months verbally interacting with twenty-two children ages five through fifteen at a Davenport orphanage. The experiment was unsuccessful, however, as there were no trends to be found among the children’s patterns of speech other than those brought on by newly found self-consciousness. The experiment was kept hidden to protect Dr. Johnson’s reputation in the wake of experiments conducted by the Communist community during World War II. In 2001, the San Jose Mercury News led an investigation ultimately exposing the “Monster Study” and resulting in a million-dollar settlement paid to the six remaining orphans from Mary’s study.

The musical work Monster Study calls attention to the effect of labeling other people. In this horrific study, it was not the speech exercises but rather the label “stutterer” that caused the victims to struggle to speak at all. For 22-year-old female student Mary it was the label of “monster” that shunned her from the scientific community, regardless of the fact her much older, male professor orchestrated the entire experiment. Both the orphans and Mary were “silenced,” and unable to live out the rest of their lives as planned. In 2003, Gretchen Reynolds of the New York Times reported: “Only now, at a remove of decades, can we begin to digest and appreciate what the Tudor study tells us about the origins of speech defects, as well as the ethics of science, the brittleness of children, and the egos of driven men.” This is Monster Study from Mary’s perspective.
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Many children have the problems you're having. In a short while you'll be speaking well. In the case of Group B, the judges endorsed the label.
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How long, how long have you stuttered? What happened that caused you to stutter?

Group two - consisted of six normal speakers complemented on their speaking ability
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You speak very well.

In Group two-A judges attached the label "stuttering" to six normal speakers.
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like a small price to pay for science.